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Abstract. We describe the class of games with opacity condition, as
an adequate model for security aspects of computing systems. We study
their theoretical properties, relate them to reachability perfect information games and exploit this relation to discuss a search approach with
heuristics, based on the directing-word problem in automata theory.
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Introduction

We describe a class of two-player imperfect information games that
we call games with opacity condition. In these games, the players
are Robert (for “robber”) and Gerald (for “guardian”). Imperfect
information is asymmetric between the players: Robert has imperfect
information as opposed to Gerald who has perfect information. The
model we used for games with opacity condition uses the classic
imperfect information arenas, as defined in [12, 4, 1], but it differs in
the nature of the winning objectives: in games with opacity, Gerald
aims at maintaining the uncertainty of Robert regarding the actual
position in the game along the play.
Games with opacity conditions easily relate to computer systems
security issues, since in practice interactive systems are expected
to have a policy against intruders that attempt to reach a secret,
modelled e.g as perfect information in the model.
Our claim that games with opacity condition are natural and
adequate models for practical applications is all the more sustained
by very recent contributions of the literature [13, 5]. These results
mainly arise from the analysis of discrete-event systems and their
theory of control. We believe that the abstract setting provided by
the game-theoretical paradigm enables to focus on essential aspects
such as circumventing the complexity of the problems and synthesizing strategies.

In this contribution, we first establish that deciding the opacityguarantee problem translates into the problem of solving a perfect
information safety game – which, according to determinacy in the
perfect information setting, is dual to a perfect information reachability game. This is a key point of our approach: although standard
bottom-up techniques to solve safety perfect information games are
intractable in this case, due to a blow-up in the translation, topdown methods may be worth considering. Moreover, these methods
may be enriched with heuristics, preventing the search from a useless
exhaustive exploration of the entire state space.
We therefore discuss a search-based approach in an AND/OR
graph (the perfect information arena of a reachability game). The
search is sustained by heuristics arising from a standard problem
in automata theory: the directing-word problem [3, 10], which addresses the existence of a finite word that leads every state of a
non-deterministic automaton to a unique single state; the literature
also refers to the synchronizing word or the reset problem.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the
model and the notion of opacity, and we define the opacity–guarantee
and opacity–violate problems. Theoretical analysis of games with
opacity condition is done in Section 3, where their non–determinacy
is proved, and the equivalence of the opacity–guarantee and opacity–
violate problems with a safety, respectively reachability perfect information game is established as well as their connection with the
directing-word problem. Finally, we end by Section 4 where we discuss a search approach with heuristics based on directing-word techniques.

2
2.1

Games with opacity condition
Arena, strategies

An imperfect-information arena over the alphabet Σ and the set
of observations Γ is a structure A = (V, ∆, obs, act) where V is a
finite set of positions, ∆ : V × Σ → 2V is a transition function,
obs : V → Γ is an observation function and act : Γ → 2Σ \∅ assigns

to each observation the non–empty set of available actions. The fact
that act is defined on Γ reflects the fact that available actions must
be identical for observationally equivalent positions.
We sometimes write γ instead of obs−1 (γ) to denote the set of
positions v ∈ V whose observation is γ.
In an arena A = (V, ∆, obs, act), the players Robert and Gerald
play as follows.
First, before the game starts, Gerald chooses an initial position
v0 . We refer to the game A just after v0 has been chosen in the
first round by Av0 . Then Robert chooses an action a1 ∈ act(v0 ),
and Gerald chooses a position v1 ∈ ∆(v0 , a1 ). In the next round,
we process similarly but from position v1 where Robert is given the
information obs(v1 ) to choose a suitable action a2 ∈ Σ. A concrete
play in Av0 is an infinite sequence ρ = v0 a1 v1 a2 v2 a3 ... ∈ v0 (ΣV )ω
that results from an interaction of Robert and Gerald in this game.
We now extend obs as a morphism obs : (V ∪Σ)∗ → (Γ ∪Σ)∗ , by
letting obs(a) = a, for all a ∈ Σ. The imperfect information setting
leads Robert to partially observe a concrete play ρ as the abstract
play obs(ρ) ∈ γ0 (ΣΓ )ω , where γ0 := obs(v0 ).
Since Gerald has perfect information on how the play progresses,
a strategy of Gerald in Av0 is a mapping of the form
β : v0 (ΣV )∗ Σ → V
On the contrary, because the information revealed to Robert is
based on observations, a strategy of Robert in Av0 is a mapping of
the form
α : γ0 (ΣΓ )∗ → Σ
For every natural number k ∈ IN, we denote by π k ∈ γ0 (ΣΓ )k
the k-th prefix of π, defined by π k := γ0 a1 γ1 a2 γ2 . . . ak γk , with the
convention that π 0 = γ0 . We denote by π + an arbitrary prefix of π,
and we may use analogous notations for concrete plays.
Given strategies α and β of Robert and of Gerald respectively,
we say that a play ρ = v0 a1 v1 . . . is induced by α if ∀i ≥ 1, ai =
α(obs(ρi−1 )), and ρ is induced by β if ∀i ≥ 1, vi = β(ρi−1 ai ).

2.2

Opacity condition

Let us fix an abstract play π = γ0 a1 γ1 a2 γ2 . . .. Note that every kth prefix of π characterizes a unique information set I(π k ) ⊆ V
consisting of the set of plausible actual concrete positions of Robert
in the game after k rounds. Formally, I(π 0 ) := γ0 , and I(π k+1 ) :=
∆(I(π k ), ak+1) ∩ γk+1, for k ∈ IN. For a concrete play ρ we define
I(ρk ) := I(obs(ρk )).
A (concrete) play ρ satisfies the opacity property, or is opaque, if
for every natural number k, I(ρk ) is not a singleton, that is |I(ρk )|1
is strictly greater than 1.
Informally, the opacity condition means that the actual position
along the play is never revealed to Robert.
We investigate effective methods to solve games with opacity condition, that is to answer the following opacity-guarantee problem:
Given an imperfect-information arena A = (V, ∆, obs, act) and an
initial position v0 , does Gerald have a strategy β in Av0 such that
any play induced by β is opaque?
Actually, driven by the natural application domains underlying
this game-theoretic problem, we also expect to compute a winning
strategy for Gerald, when it exists. We also define the opacity–violate
problem, dual to the opacity–guarantee problem, that consists in deciding the existence of a strategy α for Robert such that no play
induced by α is opaque. If the answer to the opacity-guarantee problem is positive, v0 is a winning position for Gerald. Similarly, if the
answer to opacity–violate problem is positive, then v0 is a winning
position for Robert.

3

Results on games with opacity condition

We first establish the non–determinacy of games with opacity condition. We next show how the opacity-guarantee and the opacity–
violate problems can be rephrased in terms of solving a safety perfect information game and a reachability perfect information game
1

the cardinal of I(ρk ).

respectively. Finally we introduce the directing-word problem and
show a polynomial time reduction to the opacity–violate problem.
From the above, we end the section by inferring complexity results.
3.1

Non–determinacy

We recall that a game is determined if each position is winning for
one player or the other. It is well known that perfect–information
games are determined [9], and that imperfect–information games are
not determined in general. We prove the following:
Theorem 1. Games with opacity condition are not determined in
general.
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Fig. 1. A game with opacity condition

Proof. Consider the game on Figure 1. Note that the dashed sets
represent observation classes. We first prove that Robert does not
have a winning strategy in the initial position v0 .
Robert has information set I, and he must play a. Next Gerald
chooses one of the two reachable positions v and v ′ and Robert now

knows the information set I ′ . There are two possibilities: Robert
can either play a or b. If he plays a, then if the actual position is v,
Robert wins (he reaches v ′′ that is alone in its observation class). But
if the actual position is v ′ , then Gerald can whether choose to loop,
whether move to v. Notice that in both cases, Robert still knows
information set I ′ : he never gains information, thus can never know
if he should play a or b. Then the strategy of playing a at the second
round is not winning. Reversing the roles of a and b in this reasoning
yields the result that playing b at the second round is not winning
neither. Robert does not have a winning strategy.
We now prove that Gerald does not have a winning strategy
either. As we said, at first Robert can only choose a. If Gerald chooses
v, then Robert can win by playing a, and if he chooses v ′ , Robert
can win by playing b. So there is no winning strategy for Gerald
neither.
⊔
⊓
3.2

Reductions to perfect information games

We informally describe a powerset construction that leads to solve
an alternating reachability problem in a perfect information game.
This construction is strongly inspired from the one of [12].
Let A = (V, ∆, obs, act) be an imperfect-information arena, and
v0 be the initial position chosen by Gerald. We define a two-player
ev0 , where the players are Roberta and
perfect information arena A
2
SuperGeraldine .

ev0 is either I where I is a reachable information
A position of A
set in the game Av0 – it is a position of Roberta –, or (I, a) where I
is a reachable information set in Av0 , and a ∈ act(I) – it is a position
of SuperGeraldine.
The game is played as follows. It starts in the initial position
I0 := obs(v0 ) of Roberta. In a position I, Roberta chooses a ∈ act(I)
and moves to position (I, a). Next, define O the set of reachable
2

We use the superlative “Super” here because in general the winning strategies of
SuperGeraldine do not reflect any winning strategy of Gerald in Av0 . She has “more
power” than Gerald.

observations from I by a: let ΠI denote the set of prefix plays
ρ+ in Av0 such that I(ρ+ ) = I. Now pose O := {obs(v ′ ) | v ′ ∈
∆(v, a), v = last(ρ+ ), ρ+ ∈ ΠI }. SuperGeraldine chooses a non
ev0 ,
empty information set ∆(I, a) ∩ γ, where γ ranges over O. In A
a play I0 (I0 , a1 )I1 (I1 , a2 ) . . . is winning for Roberta if it reaches a
position of the form {v}, otherwise it is winning for SuperGeraldine.
Theorem 2. Robert has a winning strategy in Av0 , if and only if,
ev0 .
Roberta has a winning strategy in the perfect information game A

Theorem 2 has been proved by Reif in [12]. He establishes a 1–1
correspondence between winning strategies in Av0 and winning memev0 . However since our model, though equivaoryless strategies in A
lent to his, looks different, we explicate the correspondence between
strategies in our model, but do not provide its proof of correctness
as it exactly matches the one in [12, page 288]:
– Let α be a winning strategy of Robert. Define the memoryless
strategy α
e of Roberta by α
e(I) := (I, α(obs(ρ+ )), for some prefix
+
concrete play ρ in the game Av0 such that I(ρ+ ) = I.
ev0 . Define
– Let α
e be a memoryless winning strategy of Roberta in A
the strategy α of Robert in Av0 by: for any prefix abstract play
π + , α(π + ) := a, with (I(π + ), a) = α
e(I(π + )).

We now establish Theorem 3 demonstrating a powerset construcbv0 .
tion for Gerald, leading to a safety perfect information game A
In this game, we maintain an extra information on how Gerald is
bv0 are SuperRoberta3 and Geralplaying in Av0 . The players in A
bv0 is either of the form (I, v) where I is a
dine. A position in A
reachable information set in Av0 , and v ∈ I – it is a position of
SuperRoberta –, or of the form (I, v, a) where I is a reachable information set in Av0 , v ∈ I, and a ∈ act(v) – it is a position of
Geraldine. The initial position is (obs(v0 ), v0 ). In position (I, v), SuperRoberta chooses a ∈ act(v), and moves to (I, v, a). In position
(I, v, a), Geraldine chooses v ′ ∈ ∆(v, a) and moves to (I ′ , v ′) where
3

we use the superlative “Super” as, contrary to what Roberta could do in the game
ev0 , SuperRoberta can take advantage of the extra information.
A

bv0 , a play (I0 , v0 )(I0 , v0 , a1 )(I1 , v1 ) . . . is
I ′ = ∆(I, a) ∩ obs(v ′ ). In A
winning for SuperRoberta if it reaches a position (I, v) or (I, v, a)
where |I| = 1, otherwise it is winning for Geraldine.
Theorem 3. Gerald has a winning strategy in Av0 , if and only if,
Geraldine has a winning strategy in the perfect information game
bv0 .
A
Proof. We establish a 1–1 correspondence between winning stratebv0 .
gies in Av0 and winning memoryless strategies in A

– Let β be a winning strategy of Gerald. Define the strategy βb of
Geraldine by
b 0 , v0 )(I0 , v0 , a1 )(I1 , v1 ) . . . (In , vn , an+1 )) := (In+1 , vn+1 )
β((I

with vn+1 = β(v0 a1 v1 . . . vn an+1 ) and In+1 = ∆(In , an+1 ) ∩ obs(vn+1 ).
We prove by contradiction that βb is winning for Geraldine in
bv0 . Assume βb is not winning, we show that β is not winning for
A
Gerald in Av0 . There exists ρbn = (I0 , v0 )(I0 , v0 , a1 ) . . . (In , vn ) a
bv0 induced by βb such that |In | = 1. From the
prefix of a play ρb in A
definition of βb we have that ρn = v0 a1 v1 . . . vn is a prefix of a play
in Av0 induced by β. We show that this prefix is losing for Gerald
by proving that ∀i ≤ n, I(ρi ) = Ii . We proceed by induction over
i: clearly I(ρ0 ) = obs(v0 ) = I0 . Suppose I(ρi ) = Ii , for 0 ≤ i < n.
I(ρi+1 ) = ∆(I(ρi ), ai+1 ) ∩ obs(vi+1 )
= ∆(Ii , ai+1 ) ∩ obs(vi+1 )
= Ii+1
So |I(ρn )| = |In | = 1, and β is not winning. By contradiction, βb
is winning.
– Let βb be a winning strategy of Geraldine.
For a prefix ρn = v0 a1 v1 . . . vn and an action an+1 ∈ act(vn ),
we define the strategy β of Gerald by β(ρn an+1 ) := vn+1 with
0
b
(In+1 , vn+1 ) = β((I(ρ
), v0 )(I(ρ0 ), v0 , a1 ) . . . (I(ρn ), vn , an+1 )). We
bv .
prove again by contradiction that β is winning for Gerald in A
0

Assume β is not winning. There exists a prefix ρn = v0 a1 v1 . . . vn
of a play ρ induced by β such that |I(ρn )| = 1.
Let ρb = (I(ρ0 ), v0 )(I(ρ0 ), v0 , a1 ) . . . (I(ρn ), vn ). It is a prefix of a
bv0 that is losing for Gerald. We need to prove that it is
play in A
b For i < n, let Ii+1 be the information set such that
induced by β.
0
b
β((I(ρ
), v0 )(I(ρ0 ), v0 , a1 ) . . . (I(ρi ), vi )) = (Ii+1 , vi+1 ).
bv0
Ii+1 = ∆(I(ρi ), ai+1 ) ∩ obs(vi+1 ) from the construction of A
= I(ρi+1 ) by definition of I

ρbn is induced by βb and is losing for Gerald, so βb is losing. Contradiction.
⊔
⊓
3.3

The directing-word problem

We define the directing-word problem, a classic problem in automata
theory originally considered in [11, 3].
Given a non-deterministic complete finite-state automaton A =
(Q, X, δ) over alphabet X, a directing word in A is some w ∈ X ∗
such that |δ(Q, w)| = 1.
The directing-word problem is a decision problem: Given a nondeterministic complete finite-state automaton A, does there exist a
directing-word in A?
Proposition 1. The directing-word problem is in PSPACE.
Proof. Not surprisingly, a powerset construction and a guess on how
a subset of the form {q} is reachable from the full subset Q, shows
a solution of the problem in NPSPACE, which equals PSPACE by
the Theorem of Savitch [14].
⊔
⊓
However, we are not aware whether the directing-word problem
is PSPACE-hard or not. Under the hypothesis that the automata are
deterministic, the problem, known as the synchronizing word problem
[2] has been extensively studied. It particular, it is NP-complete to
decide whether there exists a synchronizing word of length ≤ k, and

the Cerny conjecture states that if a synchronizing word exists, then
so does a synchronizing word of length at most (n − 1)2 [10, 2]. In
the general case, the powerset construction in Proposition 1 shows
an exponential bound on the length of a minimal directing word [6].
We establish a polynomial reduction of the directing-word problem into the opacity-violate problem. Let A = (Q, X, δ) be a nondeterministic complete finite-state automaton. We construct the arena
AA = (Q, δ, obs, act) over X and {γ} (a fresh symbol), such that
Proposition 2 holds. Let act(v) = X, for every v, since A is complete, and obs be the constant mapping sending any position to the
unique observation γ; notice that Robert is consequently blindfold –
in the sense of [12]. Let v0 be any position in Q.
Proposition 2. Robert wins the game AA
v0 if, and only if, there exists a directing word in A.
Proof. Assume there exists a directing word w = x1 x2 . . . xℓ in A of
length ℓ, which leads any state of A to the state qw . We use w to
define the winning strategy αw of Robert in the game AA
v0 as:


αw (γx1 γx2 . . . γxi γ) := xi+1 ,
αw (γx1 γx2 . . . (xℓ γ)k ) := xℓ ,

for all 0 ≤ i < ℓ,
for all k > 0.

Reciprocally, assume there exists a winning strategy α for Robert
in AA
v0 . Since there is only one observation, the only possible abstract
play induced by this strategy is π = γα(γ)γα(γα(γ)γ) . . . Projecting
the least prefix π + of π such that |I(π + )| = 1 on X gives a directing
word for A.
⊔
⊓

3.4

On the complexity of opacity problems

We let the size of a game be the size of its arena, that is the number
of positions. We study the complexity of the opacity problems.
First, note that Theorem 3 gives an EXPTIME upper bound to
the opacity–guarantee problem: For an instance A = (V, ∆, obs, act)

bv0 of Theoand initial position v0 of this problem, the safety game A
bv0 is a perfect
rem 3 can be solved in polynomial time. Indeed, as A
information game, it is determined, and the existence of a winning
strategy for Geraldine can be decided by verifying whether her opponent, SuperRoberta, has a winning strategy. This amounts to solving
a perfect information reachability game, and can be done in polynomial time [12], for example by a backward iteration from the target
bv0 arises from a powerset conpositions. Now, because the game A
struction, its size is exponential in the size of A. For the same reasons, thanks to Theorem 2, the opacity–violate problem also has an
EXPTIME upper bound.
Still considering the opacity–violate problem, Proposition 2 provides a polynomial reduction of the D1–directing word problem, but
cannot bring any tight lower bound, even if the D1–directing word
problem would be proved PSPACE-complete.
To our knowledge, the exact complexity of the opacity-guarantee
and opacity–violate problems are an open question.
However, in our attempt to develop efficient algorithms for the
opacity-guarantee problem, we somehow rely on Theorem 3 and probv0 . This approach should
mote a top-down approach in the graph A
compete with the straightforward intractable bottom-up method to
bv0 , that leads to the EXPTIME
solve alternating reachability in A
algorithm.

4

Towards a search-based algorithm

In this section we present the idea of an algorithm that, given a game
with opacity-condition A = (V, ∆, obs, act) over Σ and Γ , with v0
as initial position, decides the existence of a winning strategy for
Gerald and returns one if it exists.
The algorithm is based on a search approach in the graph of the
bv from Theorem 3. We distinguish beperfect-information game A
0
tween nodes in which it is SuperRoberta’s turn to play and those
in which it is Geraldine’s. The first ones correspond to positions
bv , the second ones to positions of the form
of the form (I, v) in A
0

(I, v, a). Since we want the computed strategy to be winning whatever SuperRoberta does, we have to provide a solution in all sons
of SuperRoberta’s nodes, entailing an AND-node interpretation of
SuperRoberta’s nodes. Dually in a Geraldine’s node, it is sufficient
to provide a solution for one of its sons to have a winning strategy, hence the OR-node interpretation of Geraldine’s nodes. General
search algorithms with heuristics on AND-OR graphs have already
been studied [7, 8], but our setting is more involved. The halting condition of the search is subtle because we consider safety conditions
in graphs that may contain cycles.
Halting conditions: There are only three ways to stop the exploration
of a branch. The current node is:
– A losing position, thus this branch is cut.
– An OR-node (a Geraldine position) for which a safe strategy has
already been found.
– An OR-node whose associated position is also associated to an
ancestor.
The third point needs some justification. Assume we find an ORnode n′ with an ancestor n both associated to position (I, v, a). Two
cases can be distinguished.
– The choice made at node n is not part of a winning strategy. If
we expand the node n′ , we have to be coherent with the strategy
currently being constructed, thus the subtree rooted at n′ is the
same as the one rooted at n. It implies that the choice made at
n can be proved wrong without expanding n′ .
– The choice made at node n is part of a winning strategy. In this
case n′ doesn’t need to be expanded neither since a solution has
already been defined for the corresponding position, and exploring the rest of the subtree rooted at n will prove this choice
correct.
Pruning: In this section we describe how we prune some branches
during the search.

In an OR–node n, before expanding a son n′ associated to position (I ′ , v ′ ), we check a sufficient condition for n′ to be a position
from which there is no winning strategy for Geraldine. This condition
is that there exists a sequence of actions a1 . . . an that, if played by
SuperRoberta from n′ , will lead to a losing position whatever Geraldine does. This can be rephrased as a generalized D1–directing word
problem in the non-deterministic automaton AA = (V, Σ, ∆′ ), where
transitions are added in order to obtain a complete automaton:
(
∆(v, a) if non–empty,
∆′ (v, a) =
{⊥}
else.
The problem becomes: does there exist a directing word w to
a singleton different from {⊥}? Depth-first search techniques seem
appropriate, and due to efficiency purposes, we may limit the length
of the directing word by some parameter k1 .
Heuristics: In OR-nodes, we use heuristics to order the expansion
of unpruned sons. To compute the values assigned to these sons, we
seek synchronizing words of minimal length in a deterministic automaton that, unlike AA , does not abstract Geraldine’s moves. A
synchronizing word w of length at most k2 (a parameter) in this automaton reveals a winning play for SuperRoberta. The heuristics is
that the longer the minimal synchronizing word, the more chances
to avoid the singleton position. We can use breadth-first search techniques to compute minimal length directing words, no longer than
k2 .

5

Conclusion and perspectives

We have defined and studied in detail games with opacity condition, which address theoretical questions related to security aspects
of computer systems. In order to bypass the intractable powerset–
based procedure, we have proposed to exploit synchronizing words
techniques from automata theory as heuristics for a top–down search
algorithm.

We are currently developing this algorithm, with the pruning condition. Also, the proposed heuristics arises from an intuitive argument that deserves being validated in practice (by tuning parameters
k1 and k2 ), and next theoretically justified.
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